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HSC’s Pixels
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HSC’s 1.8 deg2 Field of View
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Strategy

Use the LSST prototype codes

Develop them fast enough to handle HSC data

Risky, but I think we got away with it. I hope Tanaka-san
agrees.

I’m pretty confident that we’ll have come out ahead by the
time the HSC ‘SSP’ survey is done.
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LSST Pipelines
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Outline of Data Release Pipeline

Single visit processing:

flat fielding etc.
source detection
astrometric/photometric calibration
PSF estimation
deblending
measurement

Relative calibration (photometric and astrometric) of all
visits on the scale of the focal plane. We’re currently using
PanSTARRS catalogues, but will soon switch to Gaia (at
least for astrometry, maybe photometry)
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Brighter-fatter

One of the parts of "flat fielding etc." was Brighter-Fatter.
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Brighter-fatter

One of the parts of "flat fielding etc." was Brighter-Fatter.

(a) A graph showing how the radii residuals of stars, com-
pared to the average star as described in the text, varies as
a function of stellar brightness. The brighter fatter e↵ect
broadens the stars and so we see brighter stars having a
larger radius. It can be seen that our correction removes
most of the luminosity dependence of the e↵ect.

(b) A plot showing the residuals of the star, divided by
its peak flux, and the PSF model, also scaled by its peak
value binned by instrumental flux. The brightest stars are
in the top left and the faintest stars are in the bottom
right. The resulting residual pattern is largely independent
of luminosity

(a) The di↵erence ✏1 of ellipticity of stars and the average
star both with and without the correction.

(b) The di↵erence ✏2 of ellipticity of stars and the average
star both with and without the correction.

Figure 12: The shape dependence of the stars with brightness is explored with the two ellipticity measures
described in the text. It can be seen that our correction does alter the shapes of the objects but these
measurements are still very noisy.
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PSF Estimation

We currently use psfEx restructured as a plugin, but are
having trouble once the seeing is better than c. 0.45" (2.7
pixels).

We’ll replace it with something better, but what?

psfEx++?

piff?

CosmoStat@Saclay’s RCA?

Wavefront-based estimation?

Your Code?
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HSC Wavefronts
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HSC Wavefronts
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HSC Wavefronts
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HSC Wavefronts

PSF radius
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HSC Wavefronts

e1, e2
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Processing Flow

Coadd creation:
Per-band coadds are created in grizy.

PSF estimation

The PSF is discontinuous at CCD and field boundaries and
wherever you’ve masked pixels, so we add up all the
contributing PSFs for each object to define its personal PSF
"coaddPsf" – I first heard this suggested by James Jee.
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Processing Flow

Coadd source detection:
The primary detection is on the scale of the PSF resulting
in a set of pixels — a Footprint. Each Footprint has one
or more Peaks and these sets of Peaks define our objects.

Association and deblending:
Synthesize a list of unique objects by merging Peaks from
each band.
Output a list of uncharacterized deblended (i.e. isolated)
Objects.
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Deblender

We’re currently using a variant of my SDSS deblender, which
relies on 2-fold rotional symmetry of objects.

This works pretty
well, except in cores of clusters.
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Deblender

We’re currently using a variant of my SDSS deblender, which
relies on 2-fold rotional symmetry of objects. This works pretty
well, except in cores of clusters. See Peter Melchior’s talk.
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Processing Flow

Object characterization on coadds:
Measure Object properties such as:

centroids
adaptive moments
PSF and Kron/Petrosian fluxes
"fibre" aperture fluxes
simple "cmodel" galaxy models
"HSM" shapes

Forced Photometry:
Measure fluxes for every Object on every visit keeping all
non-photometric parameters fixed
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Coadd Types

Individual images contain asteroids, satellites, ghosties,
ghoulies, cosmic rays, and other undesireable features

;
collectively "junk".
If you use σ-clipping (or a median) to remove the junk you also
modify objects’ PSF, depending on their signal-to-noise.
In particular, you cannot use bright stars to estimate the PSF.
The only options that I know of:

PSF match, then clip. But faint features still survive.

Use a direct mean of the pixel values. But this allows the
junk to leak into the coadd.

Make use of the differences between images to remove
the junk, then use a mean
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"Safe Clipping"

In the long run we’ll detect-and-mask on difference images, but
we’re currently using a simple scheme which is better than
nothing

:

Make a heavily clipped coadd

Calculate a direct mean coadd

Subtract the coadds

Detect the junk (and cores of bright objects) on the
difference

Remove the junk that’s in only one image (leaving the
cores of bright objects)

Calculate a direct mean of what’s left, a "Safe Clipped
Coadd"
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PSF Matched Coadds

We have code to create PSF-matched images, but it leads to
correlated noise.

As Nick Kaiser pointed out in 2001 (PSDC-002-011-00), and
Zackay, Ofek, and Gel-Yam recently rediscovered, you can
build a coadd with optimal properties by down-weighting
components that are suppressed by the images’ PSFs, and
then flattening the noise.
We don’t currently use these coadds for HSC (it’s a bit
complicated with a spatially varying PSF)
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Safe-Clipping Coadds
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PSF-matched Coadds
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Does Clipping Really Matter?
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Does Clipping Really Matter?

Courtesy Bob Armstrong σ Clipped
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Does Clipping Really Matter?

Courtesy Bob Armstrong Mean
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"Take the code to the data"

For 20 years we’ve been saying that we should "take the code
to the data"

SDSS Cas/Casjobs was an early attempt to do this

So are the NAOJ HSC catalogues

Unfortunately SQL isn’t a very expressive language.
Recently many people have realised the Jupyter Notebooks
provide a way that people can really compute close to the data.
I think it’s time to move to the next phase:

Keep the Code with the Data
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Processing HSC data with Jupyter
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